We present an empirical investigation of pretrained Transformer-based auto-regressive language models for the task of open-domain dialogue generation. Training paradigm of pretraining and fine-tuning is employed to conduct the parameter learning. Corpora of News and Wikipedia in Chinese and English are collected for the pre-training stage respectively. Dialogue context and response are concatenated into a single sequence utilized as the input of the models during the fine-tuning stage. A weighted joint prediction paradigm for both context and response is designed to evaluate the performance of models with or without the loss term for context prediction. Various of decoding strategies such as greedy search, beam search, top-k sampling, etc. are employed to conduct the response text generation. Extensive experiments are conducted on the typical single-turn and multi-turn dialogue corpora such as Weibo, Douban, Reddit, Daily-Dialog, and Persona-Chat. Detailed numbers of automatic evaluation metrics on relevance and diversity of the generated results for the languages models as well as the baseline approaches are reported. 1
Introduction
Open-domain dialogue generation is an increasingly important task in the area of natural language processing and has received considerable critical attention across a number of researchers in recent years (Gao et al., 2019a) . Inspired by the frameworks utilized in the the task of neural machine translation (Bahdanau et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2014) , the pioneer researchers formulate the dialogue generation task as a sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) translation problem (Shang et al., 2015; Vinyals and Le, 2015; Sordoni et al., 2015) . Encoder is designed for dialogue context modeling, and decoder is constructed to conduct the target response prediction. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) , Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 2014) , and Transformer Self-Attention Network (SAN) (Vaswani et al., 2017) are employed as the backbone of various encoders and decoders. For training, Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) is usually as the parameter optimization approach. For decoding, beam search algorithm (Koehn, 2004) is the preference to decode and generate the target response.
Tremendous progress has been achieved following those pioneer works. Simultaneously, on one side, researchers propose some strategies to address the typical issues observed from the generated results, and on the other side, amount of new directions and tasks have been explored broadly (Gao et al., 2019a) . Specifically, one well-know typical phenomenon is that the generated responses are usually generic and boring. Quiet a few results are neither relevant to the context nor informative and diverse. This is caused by various of reasons, such as the MLE optimization objective, semantic or posterior collapse of the input context representations, one-to-many mapping issue (one single query can match several different but corresponding responses), etc. To address this issue, lots of model structures, training strategies, and operation tricks have been constructed and proposed, such as the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) optimization objective (Li et al., 2016a) , adversarial training (Li et al., 2017a; Xu et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018b) or reinforcement learning (Li et al., 2016c; Cuayáhuitl, 2017; Dhingra et al., 2017) tricks, continuous or discrete latent semantic modeling approaches (Zhao et al., 2017; Gu et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2019b; Qiu et al., 2019; Gao et al., 2019c) , hierarchical encoder-decoder frameworks (HRED) for multi-turn dialogue generation (Serban et al., 2016 (Serban et al., , 2017 Park et al., 2018) , etc.
Meanwhile, expanded from the general dialogue generation problem, more interesting and challenging tasks have been explored. For instance, persona context (Li et al., 2016b; Mazare et al., 2018; Chan et al., 2019; Madotto et al., 2019; Zheng et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020) and emotional information (Zhou et al., 2018a,c,a; Rashkin et al., 2019; are incorporated into the basic framework to improve the anthropomorphic characteristic. External knowledge such as the Commonsense Knowledge (Liu and Singh, 2004) is also introduced to conduct the knowledge-grounded dialogue generation (Ghazvininejad et al., 2018; Young et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2018b; Dinan et al., 2018) . The problem of sentence function controlled dialogue generation has also been investigated (Ke et al., 2018; .
Recently, pre-trained transformer-based language models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019b,a) have achieved tremendous success in various tasks of natural language processing such as text classification, text matching, question answering, summarization (Dong et al., 2019) , storytelling (See et al., 2019) , etc. Researchers are also trying to construct the transformer-based language models for the task of dialogue generation. Typically, Olabiyi and Mueller (2019) conduct some experimental analysis about the performance of transformer-based auto-regressive language models on dialogue generation. propose a relevancepromoting language model by incorporating a topic inference component into the transformer language model to conduct diverse and informative response generation. introduce a pretraining stage and MMI (Li et al., 2016a) is employed for results re-ranking and selection. Adiwardana et al. (2020) release a chat-bot named Meena which is constructed based on Evolved Transformer (ET) (So et al., 2019) with 2.6B parameters and is trained on a large-scale multi-turn open domain dialogue corpus with 867M context-response pairs (341G text data with 40B words). A new human evaluation metric called Sensibleness and Specificity Average (SSA) is proposed and experimental results demonstrate that perplexity highly correlates with SSA.
In this paper, we present an empirical study of pre-trained transformer-based auto-regressive language models for the task of open-domain dialogue generation. The purpose is to construct a vividly sense and understanding of the performance for the (pre-trained) transformer-based auto-regressive language models on the tasks of open-domain dialogue generation. Training paradigm of pre-training and fine-tuning is employed to conduct the parameter learning. Corpora of News and Wikipedia in Chinese and English are collected for the pre-training stage respectively. Dialogue context and response are concatenated into a single sequence which is utilized as the input of the language model during the fine-tuning stage. A weighted joint predicting paradigm for both context and response is designed to evaluate the performance of models with or without the loss term for the context prediction results. Various of decoding strategies such as greedy search, beam search, top-k sampling, etc. are employed to conduct the response text prediction. Extensive experiments are conducted on the typical single-turn and multi-turn dialogue corpora such as Weibo (Shang et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2019b) , Douban (Pan et al., 2019) , Reddit (Zhou et al., 2018b) , DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017b) , and Persona-Chat . Detailed numbers of automatic evaluation metrics on relevance (BLEU) and diversity (Distinct n-gram ratios) of the generated results are reported.
In the following sections, we will first introduce the model architecture (Section 2), and then the experimental settings (Section 3) and results discussions (Section 4). Finally, we will provide sufficient examples to demonstrate the performance (Section 5) and following the conclusions as well as the future plans (Section 6).
Model Architecture
As shown in Figure 1 , the core model architecture investigated in this work is a GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019a) like transformer-based auto-regressive language model. We use X = (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m ) and Y = (y 0 , y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n ) to denote the sequence of input context and target response respectively. m and n represent the length of context and response, respectively. It should be noted that we regard the input context as a whole sequence, either single-turn query or multi-turn historical context utterances. Considering that the basic framework is a auto-regressive language model, therefore, we concatenate the context sequence X and the response sequence Y and obtain a whole sequence I = (X, Y ) as the input. For convenience, we as- sume that the separator token < bos > between X and Y is the last token x m ∈ X, then we can denote the final sequence length as T = |I| = m + n.
Masking multi-head self-attention is utilized as the core technical operation to conduct representation learning:
where SLF-ATT(·), LN(·), and FFN(·) represent self-attention mechanism, layer normalization, and feed-forward network respectively (Vaswani et al., 2017) . Note that we only use the states whose indices ≤ t as the attention context. Training: During training, we employ Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to conduct the parameter learning and treat negative log-likelihood (NLL) over the whole target response sequence as the loss function:
Intuitively, since we have concatenated X and Y , then we can obtain another term of prediction loss, i.e., the loss term for predicting the dialogue context X.
Considering that context and response are monolingual pairs, then introduce the context prediction loss may benefit the language modeling performance, since context texts contribute the other half of corpus to teach the model how to handle a language. This assumption is also mentioned in the previous works of Olabiyi and Mueller (2019) and . Therefore, a weighted joint predicting paradigm for both context and response is constructed. By tuning the weight, we can also evaluate the performance of models with or without the loss term for the context prediction results.
Decoding: In the inference stage, various of decoding strategies such as greedy search, beam search (Koehn, 2004) , truncated top-k sampling Radford et al., 2019b) , and Nucleus Sampling (top-p sampling) (Holtzman et al., 2019) are employed to conduct the response text generation.
Hyper-parameter such as k is tuned to trade-off the performance of relevance and diversity.
3 Experimental Settings
Datasets
Pre-training Corpus: To investigate the performance of models in different language scenarios, we conduct the pre-training procedure on two large scale corpora in Chinese and English respectively.
• Chinese: We collect Chinese Wikipedia 2 (1.7B Characters) and a merged Chinese News corpus (9.2B Characters) from the Internet. We did not conduct the word segmenting operations on the Chinese datasets, which means that we just use the characters to build the vocabulary, and the size is 27,681. • English: We employ English Wikipedia 3 (2.4B words) and BooksCorpus (980M words) (Zhu et al., 2015) to conduct the pre-training. Byte Pair Encodings (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) is conducted on this corpus as the tokenizer and the vocabulary size is 32,000. Fine-tuning Dialogue Corpus Five typical dialogue corpora are collected to train the dialogue generation models: Weibo (Shang et al., 2015; Gao et al., 2019b) , Douban (Pan et al., 2019) , Reddit (Zhou et al., 2018b) , DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017b) , and Persona-Chat . These corpora are in different languages with single-turn or multi-turn historical dialogue context. Moreover, some pre-defined external information are also provided in the dataset of Persona-Chat besides the pure dialogue utterances. . Moreover, this dataset provides 3-5 sentences to describe the persona information for each speaker (e.g. "I like reading." or "I am a nurse.", etc). In our tasks, we concatenate the sequence of persona sentences before the dialogue context as another kind of condition to control the response generation. BPE vocabulary size is 11362. The specific statistic numbers of the dialogue corpus are depicted in Table 1 . We can observe that Weibo and Reddit can be treated as large-scale corpora, and Douban is a midle-size dataset. Comparatively, DailyDialog and Persona-Chat are in small-scale.
Metrics
As did in the previous works, we employ BLEU 9 and Distinct n-gram ratios as the automatic evaluation metrics. For BLEU, we provide the values of BLEU 1-4 as well as a weighted summation of them. For Distinct, we calculate the uni-gram and bi-gram distinct rations and both macro-average (MADIST, average on instance level) and microaverage (MIDIST, average on corpus level) values are reported. Moreover, we also provide the average-length of the generated response for reference. More automatic metrics such as PPL, Embedding Matching, METEOR, etc., as well as the human evaluation performance will be completed in the future.
Comparison Methods
• Seq2Seq: The vanilla Transformer Sequence-to-Sequence model used for machine translation where the network components are identical to those in (Vaswani et al., 2017) .
• CVAE (Zhao et al., 2017) : Variational Auto-Encoder (VAE) (Kingma and Welling, 2013) is introduced into the LSTM-based seq2seq framework for context semantic modeling and response generation.
• MMI (Li et al., 2016a) : LSTM-based seq2seq framework with Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) objective in decoding . In this paper, we set the number of responses for re-ranking as 50.
• HRED (Serban et al., 2016): A hierarchical RNN-based encoder-decoder constructed for the tasks of multi-turn dialogue generation. • VHCR (Park et al., 2018) : An extension of VHRED, where a hierarchical latent variable model with the utterance drop regularization is proposed to enhance the global semantic modeling of the dialogue context.
• LM-12 and LM-24: Transformer-based autoregressive language model with layers of 12 and 24 respectively. No pre-training stage for these models. We only conduct the training purely on the dialogue corpus. The suffix of greedy, bm(b), tk(k), tp(p) denote the different decoding strategies, i.e., greedy search, beam search (Koehn, 2004) , truncated top-k sampling Radford et al., 2019b) , and Nucleus Sampling (top-p sampling) (Holtzman et al., 2019) . b, k, and p are three hyper-parameters.
• *-λ (Eq. 4): λ is the weight of loss term for dialogue context prediction. λ 0.5 and λ 1 denote that λ is 0.5 and 1 respectively. The models without the term λ means that λ = 0, i.e., only conduct the response prediction given the dialogue context.
• BigLM-12 and BigLM-24: The language models with both the pre-training and fine-tuning procedures.
Settings
The length limitation of dialogue context and response for single-turn dialogue dataset are both 64, then the maximum of the whole sequence length is 128. For the multi-turn tasks, the length limitation is 300 and 64 for context and response respectively. LM-12 and BigLM-12 are the typical GPT-2 model with 117M parameters (768 dimensions, 12 layers, 12 heads). LM-24 and BigLM-24 only expand the number of layers from 12 to 24, and the typical 345M models (1024 dimensions, 24 layers, 16 heads) will be evaluated and provided later.
For LM and BigLM models, Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) optimization method with Noam learning-rate decay strategy is employed to conduct the parameter learning. Validation datasets are used to select the appropriate models. For Seq2Seq, Adam with learning rate 1e-5 is utilized for training. Table 2∼Table 6 depict the detailed evaluation numbers for all the models on datasets of Weibo, Douban, Reddit, DailyDialog, and Persona-Chat respectively. We will conduct the analysis and discussions according to the following aspects 10 :
Results and Discussions
• Compared with the vanilla transformer-based Seq2Seq framework, auto-regressive language models can indeed improve the performance on most of the datasets. This phenomenon is more clear on the multi-turn datasets of Douban, Dai-lyDialog, and Persona-Chat. On those datasets, metric values on BLEU or BLEU-n are much better than Seq2Seq. On Weibo, LM models also obtain comparable performance. However, on Reddit dataset, Seq2Seq achieves the best performance.
• Obviously, pre-training can benefit the performance on relevance. From the results we can observe that the models with pre-training stage, i.e., BigLM-12 and BigLM-24, obtain better BLEU scores than LM-12 and LM-24 on all the five datasets.
• Models with context prediction loss term (*-λ) can also improve the performance, especially on multi-turn dialogue scenario. From the results on Douban, DailyDialog, and Persona-Chat we see that LM-12-λ 1 models are usually better than the original model LM-12 on metric of BLEU. Also, LM-12-λ 1 is generally better than LM-12-λ 0.5 . However, from datasets of Weibo and Reddit, we cannot get this kind of observation and clue. The reason may be that long context can provide more useful information than the single-turn query with only one sentence.
• For top-k sampling decoding methods, k is a sensitive parameter to trade-off the relevance and diversity. Large k introduces better diversity but decreases the relevance. Thus the tuning of k is also an crucial issue.
• Parameter k can affect the length of the generated response. Large k causes longer responses. The reason is that a large sampling pool will decrease the opportunity of the special token <eos>.
• Nucleus Sampling (top-p sampling) sometimes obtain comparable or better performance than top-k sampling. But the improvements are not strong and steady.
• CVAE and MMI are still the strong baseline methods and always produce better performance on BLEU and Distinct metrics, which demonstrates that latent variable modeling and MMI strategy can further improve the quality of the generated results. We believe that incorporating those strategies into the LM framework may further enhance the performance significantly.
Examples
BigLM-24 models and top-k sampling method are employed to conduct the decoding to generate the following example results. Here k = 32. Some of the example queries are extracted from the previous works Adiwardana et al., 2020) . For each input context (query) x, we can repeat it for b times (say 32) to construct a batch of queries, when we can conduct a parallel decoding approach and b candidate results will be generated within one period. Then we can select the most appropriate one with some ranking strategies such as likelihood or mutual information. The likelihood ranking function is defined as:
5.1 Results with Ranking Scores Table 7∼Table 9 and Table 10∼Table 12 depict some examples generated by the BigLM-24 models Reddit-Bot and Weibo-Bot respectively. These two bots are both trained for single-turn dialogue generation. The ranking scores are also provided. From the results we can observe that even the candidate results with small ranking scores can still convey some relevance information for the query. It seems that choose the results randomly can also meet the requirement given the query.
Results of Bot-to-Bot Interactions
We also conduct bot-to-bot interaction experiments and the example results are described in Table 13∼Table 15, Table 16, and Table 17∼Table 18 for DailyDialog-Bot, Reddit-Bot, and Douban-Bot respectively. We did not setup the ending single, thus those two-bots can interact infinite turns. We extract the top turns for demonstration. It should be noted that, actually, no two-bots scenario settings in our work, we just manage a context memory to generate the next utterance. Therefore, we can observe that the roles for A and B may interchange with each other during the interactions. And the topic will drift as time goes on.
Conclusions
We present an empirical investigation of pre-trained Transformer-based auto-regressive language models for the task of open-domain dialogue generation. Training paradigm of pre-training and fine-tuning is employed to conduct the parameter learning. Various of decoding strategies are employed to conduct the response text generation. Extensive experiments are conducted on the typical single-turn and multi-turn dialogue datasets. Detailed numbers of automatic evaluation metrics on relevance and diversity of the generated results for the languages models as well as the baseline approaches are reported.
Nevertheless, some serious issues also exist in the generated results, such as the grammatical issue and the topic drift problem. More seriously, sometimes the bots will generate contrafactual or offensive content. Therefore, better model structures, training paradigms, and decoding strategies need to be investigated and constructed in the future. 0.2909 they are n't vaccinated .
0.2846 this is n't one of the symptoms i 'm getting . not sure if that 's a thing in the states , as i do n't know if it 's true in the uk .
0.2713
what kind of virus is that ? 0.2666 thank you for clarifying , i will give them a try ! 0.2531 what 's the reasoning for removing that ? i could n't find it on reddit . 0.2518 not to mention , it takes a long time to heal , so the only way to get past it is to eat a whole loaf of bread .
0.2266
that would be my best guess . i 'm a little scared since i 'm going to sleep , but the more i think about it the less likely it is to spread to me 0.2248 i just checked , and i do n't see the symptoms . i 'll give pills ! 0.2196 yeah , that 's what i was saying . i do n't feel like he gave a shit about us being stuck on the skin for all of a sudden . 0.2189 that does n't work either : p 0.2142 i do n't see my own face when i look at her . 0.2130 the first thing that popped into my head ! i was just about to say : o 0.2056 a doctor that does n't need to go to the right subreddit for this to happen . this should be covered .
0.2006
i 'll see that doc and see what they think . 0.2000 yeah it 's a virus , it 's a bit of an oddity but it 'll cure itself once i get home ! 0.1990 just because one person is iskoron , does not mean that this is a normal virus .
0.1914
are you referring to a virus or the fact that it is an ingame streaming machine ? or are you referring to the fact this is a server -side exploit and not in real life ? 0.1870 no , that 's a really serious infection . 0.1808 the thing that confuses me is there is no sign of an adderall sign but it seems like a pretty common sign . 0.1770 is this in -game or in the official store ? in -game or in the steam store ? 0.1768 i am not sure about how it 's supposed to work , or if it is the cause , but they do say that you need to use oem infused medicine . 0.1753 the symptoms are usually not related to the condition . 0.1724 how can a person be that stupid for not knowing that they are having any symptoms ? 0.1605 i think the medicine 's to slow down the stuttering . 0.1587 i was just wondering how it feels .
0.1503 what is causing the malfunction ? i see nothing .
0.1480 yeah , its the worst , i could n't get my eyes and brain to accept my own disease . if i get one , they look at me like some kind of godlike angel . 0.1428 i need this checked my eyes . please tell me how this is caused so i can tell .
0.1342
it is an anti virus . the symptoms of their are different . 0.1325 i had the same problem , just a friend sent me this error once so it may be wrong . 
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